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User Instruction Manual 

1 Safety Instruction 

 The product is not suitable for the ones who are less than eighteen or who do not have full 

capacity for civil conduct. 

 The product have bigger fuselage size, high speed rotary and strong flight dynamics. At 

runtime have a certain dangerousness . Not in accordance with the requirement operation 

and usage will cause to potential danger and hurt. 

 When using this product, please keep away from airport, railroad, high speed road, high 

buildings ,electric wire and other dangerous environments. 

 When using this product, please keep away from mobile phone base stations, high power 

transmitting equipment, and other high electromagnetic interference environments. 

 When using this product，please keep away from army and kinds of manned craft flight area. 

 Don’t use this product in rain, thunder, sandstorm, fog snow ,high wind ,and low 

temperature and other bad environments. 

 When flying in more than three kilometers. Environmental factors can lead to flight 

performance degradation, please care of using it. 

 When operating this product fly in low sky .Please always keep UAV and people & animals 

in a safe distance of ten meters 

 When using this product in desert area, please keep UAV within the range of operator’s 

eyes 

 Don’t hover or fly over the crowd, Don’t be delight in scaring others. 

 When it is close to the crowd ,please land this UAV as soon as possible and guide people to 

keep and avoid potential accident. 

 Don’t operate it in the area of children playing. 

 If not in the extreme necessary condition, please do not power off when flying in the air. 



 

 

 You can not fly it you are in drinking , tied, drugs, physical ,discomfort, etc. . 

 Please inspect it before using very time, including but not limited to parts of fastness, 

organism and propeller of cracks, and abrasion ,battery ,the effectiveness of light. When 

error happens, please stop using immediately and replace the corresponding parts. 

 Abnormal working state of the UAV maybe happen accidentally, don’t open the propellers 

and forcibly fly with wrong. 

 Do not try to prevent the moving parts while working. 

2 Inspection 

 Before flying, ensure the battery is enough 

 Ensure all the parts are installed firmly, and all the screws are tight as required. 

 Ensure all the wires are correctly linked. 

 Ensure all parts goes well. If it is broken or aging, please replace timely. 

 Before flying, carefully check the propellers installation direction、rotation direction, control 

and others. 

 Ensure all the propellers are fine, no any scratch and tightly installed. 

 Ensure the sprayer is fluent without any clogging and work normally. 

3 Environment 

  While flying, please ensure the drone away from the crowds, dangerous goods, high 

buildings, high-voltage wires and others. Please fly the drone in a dedicated space. 

 Please ensure the drone fly within the operator’s eyesight. 

 The drone working temperature is between 0℃-40℃. 

 Ensure the drone fly within the permit of local law and regulations. 

  To fly the drone safely as required, please fly it within in the height of 50 meters. If it has 

local flying height limit within 5ometers, please make sure obey the related regulations. 



 

 

4 Operation 

 Please ensure the multi-rotor drone flying height is within 8 meters, except the special 

requirements.  

 Before remote control calibration、hardware update, parameter setup, please remove the 

propellers and avoid the potential moving suddenly. 

 Remove the battery if it does not fly, to avoid flying it when touching the remote control once. 

 Please remove the batteries once landing. Do not move the drone when it is in power.  

 Do not touch the joy stick mistakenly, and prevent start the drone. 

 When it is powered, please stand in the safe distance of above 10 meters. 

  Ensure the propellers completely stop and power off. 

 Please switch it to the manual operation mode when errors happen. Please keep away from 

the crowd. 

 When the battery is damaged, please ensure it is stored in the disposal area and avoid 

spontaneous combustion. In order to protect environment, please don’t throw batteries 

randomly. And consult the maker about the proper disposal method. 

 During the flight, don’t fly overload and do not cause any potential dangers. 

 When low battery is warning, please return as soon as possible. 

 Ensure that the remote control and battery is enough, to ensure that firmware has been 

updated to the latest version. 

 Ensure flying  sites outside of  the restricted areas and is proper for flight . . 

 Please make sure do not fly or operate the drone when you are drunk or with medicine 

limitation. 

 Be familiar with the remote control operation & each flight mode,  and ensure you know 

how to operate the control condition. 



 

 

 User shall know and obey all the law and regulations in flying location. 

5 Compass Calibration Requirements 

 Compass has to be calibrated before using the first time. If else, it cannot work and will 

affect flying safety. Calibration tips: 

 Please do not calibrate it in the place close to the high-magnetic field or big metal materials, 

such as high-voltage, magnet, parking lot, concrete iron building, etc. 

 When calibrating, please do not bring the magnetic materials, such keys and cellphone. 

 If it is calibrated indoor, please do not re-calibrate it outdoor. It prevents that the two magnet 

differences cause the potential flying data errors. 

 Magnetic field location is different, please make sure re-calibrate when it changes to 

the place far away from the previous one. 

II Copter parameters 

1 Physical parameters 

 Hexcopter M6FA 

Motor to motor distance 1098mm 

Rotor number 6(folding propeller) 

copter dimension(fold with propeller) 
L*W*H(mm): 

450*450*700 

Copter weight 4.2kg(battery not include) 

Max. Take off weight 15kg 

Dynamical system LiPo battery 

Working temperature -10~40℃ 

Max. Ascending speed 5m/s 

Max. flying speed 10m/s 

Max. Working altitude 3000m 

Max wind resistance 12m/s 



 

 

Hovering accuracy(GPS,Beidou compatible ) 
Vertical ±0.5m 

Horizontal ±1.5m 

GCS software language English,simple Chinese 

Flying endurance 42 min with 2kg  

Flying ability 
9~15km without payload 

7~10km with 2kg payload 

 

2 Flying parameters  

3 Specification 

Frame 

 Diagonal Wheelbase 1098mm 

 Arm Length 430mm 

 Unfolded Height 510mm(520mm with hat) 

 Folded Height 560mm 

 Folded Width 480mm 

Power 

System 
Motor 

Motor Model TTA6010 

Stator Size 60mm 

KV 130KV 

Weight (without 

battery) 
4.2KG   Max rotation angle  360° 

Standard Takeoff 

Weight 
14KG Max Pitch Angle ≤30° 

Max Takeoff Weight 15KG Max Climbing Speed 5m/s 

Max Thrust-weight 

Ratio 
2.04 Max Landing speed 3m/s 

Battery 22000mAh(6S)*2 Max Flying Speed 15m/s 

Max Power 6000W Recommended Working 

Temperature 
10-35C° 

Hovering Power 1320W Max Anti-wind Strength 12m/s 

Hovering Time 
Empty flight ≥60min 

4kg payload ≥17min 

Max Flying Altitude 3000m 

Hovering Accuracy 
Horizontal ±1.5m 

Vertical  ±0.5m 

Best Storage 

Temperature 
10-25C° 



 

 

Max Thrust 5.1KG 

Max Power 1000W 

Weight 230g 

ESC 

Max Continuous Working Current 80A 

Max Peek Current(3s) 100A 

Max Voltage 50.4V 

Working Voltage 12S(44--50.4v) 

Working Pulse Width 1100--1940us 

Compatible Signal Frequency 50--500Hz 

Drive PWM frequency 400Hz 

Foldable 

Propellers 

Material High strength engineering 

plastic 

Diameter /Screw pitch 2170 (L=553.4mm) 

Weight 58g 

Battery Capacity 22000MAh 

Remote 

Controller 

Remote 

Controller 

Model No. FUTABA 14SG 

Working Frequency 2.4Ghz 

Charging time 15h 

Effective Signal Distance 1000m 

Battery capacity 6.0V,1800mAh 

Charging type direct 

Working Environment Temperature 0--40C° 

Best Storage Temperature 10--25C° 

Best Charging temperature 10--25C° 

III GCS introduction 

1 Installation 

 Please use win8 or win10 operating system computer to install the software. 

 Verify that the Microsoft.net Framework 4.5 has been installed correctly. 

 Make sure your computer has at least one USB or serial port that works properly。 

 Install the Google plugin。 

 Install V7_GCS_Setup.exe 

2 Data Link 

It supports serial port connection and WIFI connection： 

2.1 Serial port 

Support automatic serial port link, in the SYSTEM management page, check the Enable 



 

 

Serial Port Connection after Launch, the system will automatically find all communication 

serial port on the computer after starting, and select the correct serial port connection. 

 

You can also manually select the serial port, and then click connect。 

2.2 WIFI 

In the SYSTEM management page, check the Enable Network Connection after Launch, the 

system will automatically find the network IP and port to link to the product. 

 

You can also manually set the IP and network port, click Set for network communication. 



 

 

3 SETTINGS 

3.1 Plane Settings 

 

 Motor Setting: All up propellers counterclockwise rotation，all below propellers clockwise 

rotation for coaxial copter. 

 Take off Alt: The aircraft's target hover height when automatic takeoff. 

 Disconnected: 0---disable; non-zero---means that in ground station control mode, the 

communication between the aircraft and the ground station lost for the set value, the 

aircraft will return home. 

 Return Alt: When the current height of the aircraft is lower than the set height, the aircraft 

rises to the return altitude and then returns. When the current height of the aircraft is 

higher than the set height, the aircraft directly enters the return mode. 

 Safe Volt: Aircraft will take action if the voltage is below the set voltage protection 

threshold. 

 Point_circle R: In Point_circle mode, the initialized radius 

 Magnetic bias: In order to correct the deviation of magnetic compass installation, in GPS 

mode. If the aircraft is skewed to the right, a negative value is set, otherwise the value is 

positive. 

 Radar: Adjust the sensitivity of radar. 



 

 

 Filter: the greater the size of the aircraft, the higher filter set. 

 Unlock Pwm: the lowest rotating speed of motor when flying. 

3.2 Installation Direction 

 

 Mag Calibrate: Click the button to enter mag calibrating mode 

 IMU Calibrate: When the installation of the flight control and the level of the aircraft is not 

coincidence.  

 Forward Head: The arrow on flight control head to the forward of the aircraft. 

 Right Head: The arrow on flight control head to the right of the aircraft. 

 Back Head: The arrow on flight control head to the back of the aircraft. 

 LeftHead: The arrow on flight control head to the left of the aircraft. 

 GPS Install bias: Set the position deviation of GPS to the center of the aircraft: right plus 

left minus, up plus minus down, Z axis can be directly set to 0. 



 

 

3.3 Remoter Calibrate 

 

 Elevator: push--- little pwm, pull---large pwm 

 Aileron: left---little pwm, right--- large pwm 

 Throttle:  push--- large pwm, pull---little pwm 

 Rudder： left---little pwm, right--- large pwm 

 Pwm_in_5：attitude mode and GPS mode. 

 Pwm_in_6：Head_lock, Head_unlock, Point_circle fly mode. 

 Pwm_in_7：Corresponding on standby, turn back mode. FS out of control setting is 

necessary for the initial installation or replacement of the receiver/remote controller. 

Setting process: 

 Set pwm_in_7 to the return position. 

 Adjust the range of channel 7 until the blue slider is in FS position. 

 Capture the value of the channel 7. 



 

 

 Adjust blue slider back to Return position. 

 Adjust the channel 7 to standby, shut off the remoter, the blue slider automatically 

slide to the FS position, indicates the FS control set successfully. 

 Except for FS, make the orange arrow falls in the middle of the blue slider as 

possible. 

 Remoter Calibrate：Click Start Calibration or toggle the channel 7 four or five times back 

and forth. The LED purple light flash 3 indicates that the calibration mode has been 

entered, and the calibration process is as follows: 

 Stick around the edges of the biggest turning laps, don't turn two sticks at the same 

time. 

 Click Stop Calibration or toggle channel 7 back and forth, exit the remoter calibration 

model. 

  After the success of the calibration, roll, pitch and throttle, elevator the 4 channel 

range between (1000, 2000), error is not more than 10, otherwise unable to unlock. 

3.4 PID Settings 

 



 

 

 Gyro PID: Adjust the stability of plane, for new installed aircraft, first in attitude mode to 

adjust the sensitivity, the plane reached better rigidity, achieve the following result 

indicates attitude sensitivity adjustment has relatively ideal: 

 There is no visible high - frequency vibration of the aircraft. 

 Quickly toggle rocker, the plane can quickly stable, but does not self-excited 

oscillation. 

 In windy conditions, the plane of the postural stability to resist outside interference, 

not with the wind shake. 

 Attitude PID：The following of the attitude Angle of the aircraft can be adjusted. If the feel 

of the aircraft is not sensitive enough, this parameter can be increased. 

 Generally wheelbase in 0.5 m - 2 meters of the plane, the first flight to choose the default 

parameters, and then fine-tuning; For special aircraft, please contact TTA company for 

after-sales support. 

3.5 Flight Settings 

 

 Max speed in GPS mode: in the GPS mode of the remote control, maximum flight speed. 

 Max Angle: Aircraft can achieve maximum angle, if you have any special flight 



 

 

requirements, such as speed of more than 15 m/s, the value can be increased (no more 

than 30). 

 Max up rate in GPS mode: The aircraft's climbing speed shall not exceed 6. 

 Max down rate in GPS mode: The aircraft's down speed shall not exceed 5. 

 Max cruise speed: Maximum speed in cruise mode, maximum value not more than 25. 

 Max up rate in cruise: The maximum climbing speed in ground station control mode. 

 Max down rate in cruise: The maximum down speed in ground station control mode. 

 Down rate in landing: The descent rate when the aircraft is landing close to the ground 

during return mode. The descent speed of the aircraft can be adjusted by remoter. 

 Level_1 limit alt: When the aircraft reaches this height, it will automatically turn back. 

 Level_2 limit alt: When the aircraft reaches this height, it will enter an emergency landing. 

This process has considerable risks and should be used with caution. 

 Max yaw rate: The maximum tail-locking angular rate in the automatic turn mode, the 

value should not exceeding 40. 

 Follow Dist: In the ground station GPS tracking mode, the horizontal distance between 

the aircraft and the ground station. 

 AD0 bias：Calibrate the voltage bias of the flight controller, the calibration is only need to 

done once. If the voltage tested by the flight controller is lower than the actual voltage, set 

positive value; If the voltage tested by the flight controller is higher than the actual voltage, 

the negative value is set. 



 

 

4 Waypoint Plan 

4.1 Add Wpt 

 

 

 Manual Add: Mouse left click , the select Manual. Click on the map to add points. 

This mode is suitable for simpler routes. 

 Auto Add: Set the space first, then mouse left click , select Auto, Add the area you 

want to fly on the map and  the scan route will automatically generated. 

 End Add：click  to end the wpt adding process. 

 



 

 

 

 Delete wpt: Double-click the wpt on the map or select the point in the wpt list, then click 

. If want to delete all wpts, first click , then click . 

 Modify wpt: A single wpt or all wpts can be selected to modified the properties. 

 Support different wpt different height, do not support different wpt  different speed. 

 Turn Mode： 

 Auto turn: Aircraft will always head to the target wpt when cruising. 

 

 Spot Hover: When the plane arrives at a wpt, it will hover for a period of time before 

moving forward. The time period is defined the below blank. 



 

 

 

 Lock head: Aircraft will always heading to the direction from the last wpt to the target 

wpt. 

 

 Task: 

 None: The aircraft does not carry out any instructions during the flight. 

 Pic by dist: The camera is triggered to take a photo according to the set distance (unit: 

m), and the starting point of the distance calculation is cleared when a new wpt is 

arrived. 

 Pic by time: Trigger the camera to take a photo according to the set time (unit: 

seconds). 

In automatic route planning, if you choose to take photos by space/time, it will 

automatically set the task properties of the wpt by not taking photos at odd and taking 

photos at even. 

 Save wpts: The planned wpts can be saved in XML format. 

 Open wpts: A locally saved wpts in XML format can be loaded. 

 Upload: Click this button to upload the route to the flight controller when the link is OK. 

 Download: Click this button to download current route in flight control storage if the link if 

OK. 

 KML/KMZ: Open the KML/KMZ file directly product a flight wpts. 

 

Googleearth 2D maps and googleearth 3D maps are supported. As googleearth 3D maps are 



 

 

often limited, they cannot guarantee smooth application, which is not a problem of the 

software itself. 

5 FLY_INFOR 

 

 Attitude Display 

 

 Alt: If GPS signal is not very good, the altitude control is poor and the aircraft can fly, 

but there is a certain risk while landing. 

 Vibr: The vibration of the aircraft is detected when it is hovering. The aircraft shall be 

subjected to shock absorption treatment if it is more than 50. 

 Motor: Check the balance of the motor, if the balance is bad ,the font color will show 

red for alarm. 

 Throttle: Output the base throttle when the aircraft is hovering. 



 

 

 

 Fly Indication 

 Unlock: The motor rotates at idle speed. If there is no automatic take-off command 

within 3 seconds, the motor will enter the locked state. 

 Take off: The aircraft is locked in the take-off position and climbs to the set automatic 

takeoff altitude. 

 Cruise: Start automatic cruise, with the head locked on the way to the first wpt. 

 Pause: This command allows the aircraft to hover from any ground station mode. 

 Continue: Allow the aircraft exit from hovering mode, re-enter cruise mode, and fly 

straight to the target point from its current position. 

 Break go: The plane went to the point of exit and then continued on the route. 

 Return: The aircraft will return home if this indication is received, which can be 

interrupted by other ground station instructions. 

 Change Alt/wpt 

 

 Wpt: Change the target wpt. 

 Target Alt: The flight altitude will be changed if this command is sent, the aircraft will 

follow the altitude uploaded by the command, instead of referring to the altitude of the 

uploaded wpt. 

 Manual Pic: Manual photographing is supported regardless of GPS. 

 Fly to point 



 

 

 

Click a point on the map, and the aircraft will fly to the specified point at a set altitude and 

speed, which is mostly used for reconnaissance. 

 Map 

In 2D map mode, all levels of maps in the display area of the screen can be downloaded and 

then called offline. 

 Replay: It can play back the data file saved by the ground station or the flight log 

downloaded from the flight control. 

6 TASK_FUN 

6.1 Data download 

 Download POS：The photo pos can be download if the data link is available. Format as 

below: 

 

 Download Fly Data: Maximum 50 sorties can be downloaded, the last sortie is sortie 1, 

the second to last is sortie 2, and so on. The flight data downloaded from the flight control 

is very detailed and can be used to analyze flight performance and accident causes. 

 Down load log: summary of flight control is read. This data plays a very important role in 

the management of the aircraft. It can be used to calculate the total flight sortie, total flight 

time, total flight distance, each flight location, voltage, GPS status, etc. The format is as 

follow： 



 

 

 

6.2 Camera Settings 

The database of local camera parameters can be established, which can directly invoke 

camera parameters and calculate route parameters, providing three optional camera triggers: 

low level, high level and PWM, improving the convenience of route design and camera 

compatibility. 

To change the trigger mode of the camera, click the set button to upload the setting mode to 

the flight control. The flight control will be automatically saved. There is no need to reset after 

power off. 

 

7 SYSTEM 

 Firmware Upgrade: The control firmware and IMU can be updated through the ground 

station. The normal process: update the control firmware first and then update the IMU 

firmware. The wireless update firmware has high requirements for the reliability of 



 

 

wireless transmission. 

 During the control firmware is updated, when the process shows 100%, it needs to wait 

for some time for the flight control LED to flash red normally, indicating that the update 

has been successful. 

IV LED indicator 

 

 State Instruction 

 

Red 

 System initialization/magnetic compass calibration failed 

 GPS bad 

 GPS very bad 

 Low voltage 

 

 

Green 

 Compass horizontal calibration 

 Attitude mode 

 GPS mode 

 Ground station control mode 

 OK for take off 

 

 

Blue 

 Compass vertical calibration 

 IMU Transmission alarm 

 IMU no data /Hovering vibration alarm 

 GPS lost alarm 

 Speed alarm 

 Remoter alarm 

 

Yellow 

 Accelerometer alarm 

 Gyroscope alarm 

 Magnetometer alarm 

 Temperature higher than 65° 

 

 

 

 AB mode record A(for AG version) 

 AB mode record B(for AG version) 



 

 

Purple  Remoter calibration 

 Electronic governor calibration 

 

cyan 

 Alt control bad 

 Motor balance bad 

White  Radar available 

 

          Continuous bright      Flashing 

 

 Link is unavailable: If the serial port is connected, check whether the currently selected serial 

port is a serial port commandeered by the communication link; In the case of WIFI 

connection, check whether the network IP and network port are set as normal. Set new IP 

and port and restart the ground station。 

 Google Earth 3D is unavailable: For Google Earth server data access problem, there is no 

thorough solution. 

 Data load fail: Repower the flight controller, re-open the ground station and re-operate. 

 

 


